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ABSTRACT
The track etch membranes has attracted the attention of researchers, as a kind of novel material, for their various
applications such as precise separation of biological cells, detection of biomolecules and controlled drug release, especially
for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. In the present study, the efficacy of track etch membrane over goat skin for
the Ex-vivo permeation of silver sulfadiazine gel has been investigated with the objective to evaluate track etch membrane
as a surrogate for biological membrane owing to ethical issues and scarce availability of biological skins. The percent
cumulative drug release from silver sulfadiazine gel using track etch membrane and goat skin were obtained as 18.18 % and
20.99 % respectively. The results obtained from track etch membrane and goat skin was similar with only a slight difference
in percent drug diffusion which might be because of the lipids present in animal skin. Track etch membrane has the
potential to mimic the animal skin for such ex-vivo drug diffusion studies with certain additional advantages such as
sufficient mechanical strength and ruggedness. It can be efficiently reused and also surpasses the ethical issues involved
with the use of biological membrane.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, dermatological formulations have been
developed to diffuse active substances into and across the
skin for their therapeutic effect. Topical semisolid
formulations such as creams, ointments and gels are usually
employed for local delivery, while transdermal patches have
been successfully developed as time controlled drug release
device for systematic action. Since years, skin from animal
sources has been used for the evaluation of diffusion of drug
from topical preparations, a number of devices and methods
have also been utilized to evaluate the drug release and set
specifications. [1]
Drugs and polymers of different nature, receptor media, and
sink conditions are some of the key issues to decide the
suitability of different devices for in-vitro release tests. [2-3]
Several ex-vivo methods using excised animal skin have been
investigated and developed for the evaluation of drug
permeation through skin. Assessment of drug permeability
through skin, using Franz diffusion cell, also known as
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“vertical diffusion cell” (VDC), has evolved as a major
research tool for such investigations [4-5] intended to provide
key insights into the relationships among skin, drug and
formulation, which are very useful for evaluation and quality
control of such novel drug delivery systems. [6-11] This
method is widely accepted due to its simplicity, low cost and
the easy controllable experimental conditions during
investigations. Apart from excised human and animal skin,
synthetic membranes are also being employed for the
diffusion studies using Franz diffusion cell, mainly to
achieve two functions- simulation of skin and quality control
[12-15]
owing to ethical issues and scarce availability of
biological skins as well as their storage and preparation for
such studies (removal of fatty tissues, treatment with trypsin
etc.).
In the past few decades, membrane technology involving the
application of porous synthetic membranes has rapidly
evolved for the assessment of topical drug diffusion. A
membrane is an intervening phase between two adjacent
phases acting as an active or passive selective barrier,
regulating transport of matter between the two compartments.
[16]
A man-made porous synthetic membrane, also called
artificial membrane, is generally a continuous medium
containing pores in which its active part (pores) allows
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selective transport of material, and auxiliary part meant for
mechanical support of drainage. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has recommended that simple, porous
synthetic membranes are suitable for assessing topical
formulation performance as they act as a support but not as a
rate limiting barrier. [17] However, recent studies has revealed
that various types of porous synthetic membranes produce
different drug flux values, which indicate that these
membranes do offer resistance and simultaneously may also
act as rate limiting barrier. [15, 18-19] Moreover, synthetic
membranes, unlike skin, are almost inert and do not
introduce biological and other variations.
A wide range of porous synthetic membranes, ranging from
semi-synthetic to synthetic polymers, is commercially
available in market that motivates researchers for selection of
membranes according to their requirements for evaluation of
such topical formulation. Most porous synthetic membranes
used in Franz diffusion cells are borrowed from separation
and filtration applications in membrane technology. It is
evident from the literature that many investigators have
employed synthetic membranes consisting of a diverse range
of materials, pore sizes and thickness to evaluate different
drugs and formulation preparations. [20-28] The properties of
synthetic membranes can be tailored to a great extent so that
their separation capability could comply with the specific
separation task. The common membranes for such biological
applications are silicone, cellulose and polysulfone
membranes.
The most important type of artificial porous polymeric
membrane, formed by one of the phase separation
techniques, is track etch membrane, which has generated
significant interest in disposable biomedical devices and in
applications where a large number of identical samples are
required to study many biological events and processes.
Track etch membranes are porous systems consisting of a
thin polymer foil with pores constituting channels across the
surface of membrane. A variety of polymeric materials are
available with good biocompatibility, tensile strength and
inertness for myriad applications. Track etch membrane
production is well-known established technique involving [2933]
two steps. Firstly, the irradiation of heavy charged ions
creates damages in a material along their trajectory, called
latent tracks, causing structural and/or chemical changes and
deposit energy in the material resulting in active sites which
are subsequently etched by hydrofluoric acid to form pores.
The size and shape of pores in track etch membrane can
suitably controlled, which depends on the nature of incident
ions, detector material and etching conditions. The shape of
the pores can be tailored cylindrical, conical, double conical
and funnel-like under controlled etching conditions, whereas
density and orientation of pores depend on the collimation of
ion beam during irradiation process. [31, 34, 35-37] In the last few
decades special attention has been paid to the study of track
etch membrane with respect to their ability to mimic
biological ion channels. [38] It can serve as potential candidate
for drug release/permeation studies because of its distinct
properties, which are controllable such as optical
transparency, smooth surface, pore size, pore density, shape,
inertness, thinness, high mechanical strength, toughness, low
diffusion rate that gives the membrane a unique overall
performance. [33]
The present investigation was aimed to evaluate the efficacy
of the prepared track etch membrane for the permeation of

drug particles in order to replace the use of animal skin in
drug evaluation due to ethical and procurement issues. In this
work, comparison of ex-vivo permeation of silver
sulfadiazine in carbopol gel (2%) through goat skin with invitro diffusion through track etch membrane have been
carried out using Franz diffusion cell.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials: Silver sulfadiazine, generously gifted by Galentic
Pharma (India) Pvt. Ltd., was used as model drug. Track etch
membrane of average pore size 0.2µm was prepared in the
laboratory and goat skin was procured from the slaughter
house at Hisar (Haryana), India. The Franz diffusion cell was
used for drug release study. All the chemicals used in the
study were of suitable analytical grade and were used as and
when required.
Methods
Formulation of Silver sulfadiazine gel
In the present study, 2% silver sulfadiazine (SSD) gel was
formulated using carbopol 934 as the gel forming agent.
Synthesis of Track Etch Membrane
Samples of polycarbonate (monomer composition C 16H14O3,
trade name Makrofol, Bayer, clear film of thickness 20μm),
irradiated with 13.02 MeV/n Xe (fluence 10 6 ions/cm2) using
the heavy ion accelerator (UNILAC facility at GSI,
Darmstadt, Germany) were taken for preparation of track
etch membrane. The charged-particle irradiated on
polycarbonate foil resulted into the formation of latent tracks
in the material along the trajectory of the ions which were
subsequently chemically etched by dipping the irradiated
sample in 6N NaOH solution at 50°C for 10 minutes
resulting into the formation of discrete cylindrical pores [39-41]
with an average pore size of 0.2µm. This prepared track etch
membrane was used for the dug release study and compared
with the goat skin to act as a surrogate for ex-vivo drug
permeation studies.
Efficacy evaluation and comparison of release profile
The synthesized track etch membrane was evaluated for its
efficacy of permeating the gel by studying the in-vitro
diffusion rate of the prepared gel through the membrane. The
membrane for in-vitro study and goat skin for ex- vivo study
were tied onto two similar Franz diffusion cell assemblies.
Distilled water was taken as the diffusion medium. At regular
intervals of 15 minutes, 1 mL sample was withdrawn from
each assembly and was regularly replenished with fresh
diffusion medium. The samples were analyzed after diluting
them with 9 mL of 0.05% ammonia solution, essential for
measuring their UV absorbance at λ max equal to 254 nm. The
study was carried out for time duration of 3 hours. A
marketed depilatory cream (Veet® Hair Removal Cream) was
used to depilate the animal few minutes before performing
the experiment, so that a completely hairless and smooth skin
could be obtained. The experiments were carried out in
triplicate and the results were recorded as mean ±standard
deviation.
The model independent approach, computation of difference
factor (f1) and similarity factor (f2), was used to compare the
drug release profiles from Track-etch membrane and goat
skin [42]. The difference factor (f1) is used to determine the
percent difference between each time point interval of the
release profiles for both the reference and test batch and thus
is a measure for the relative error between the two respective
curves. Similarity factor (f2), on the other hand, is a measure
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for obtaining the similarity in the percent dissolution of the
two curves (reference and test batch). The factors (f1) and (f2)
can be represented by the following expressions:

Where, n is number of time points; Rt is cumulative
percentage release of the reference batch (goat skin) at time t;
Tt is cumulative percentage release of the test batch (track
etch membrane) at time t.
Table 1: In-vitro diffusion study of model drug (SSD) in 2% Carbopol
gel through track etch membrane and goat skin
Time
% Cumulative Drug release
% Cumulative Drug
( min)
(Track-etch membrane)
release (Goat skin)
30
0.74 ± 0.003
1.54 ± 0.004
45
1.64 ± 0.005
2.39 ± 0.006
60
2.68 ± 0.004
5.26 ± 0.008
75
4.02 ± 0.004
6.40 ± 0.007
90
7.52 ± 0.006
9.64 ± 0.007
105
9.14 ± 0.005
12.96 ± 0.008
120
10.84 ± 0.008
13.32 ± 0.009
135
12.72 ± 0.010
15.03 ± 0.005
150
13.88 ± 0.012
16.90 ± 0.010
175
17.33 ± 0.011
18.85 ± 0.012
190
18.18 ± 0.018
20.99 ± 0.016

RESULTS
The comparison of diffusion rate of silver sulfadiazine gel
through goat skin and track etch membrane using two similar
sets of Franz diffusion cell assemblies have been shown in
Table 1. The results have been graphically represented in Fig.
1, which illustrates that drug release profile through track
etch membrane is similar and slightly less than goat skin.
These results were also compared using model independent
approach by calculating the difference factor (f1) and
similarity factor (f2), which was found to be 19.95% and 79%
respectively. The similarity and difference factors depict that
the release profile from the two different membranes was
significantly similar and analogous.

DISCUSSION
It is observed from the results that there is no significant
differences between the cumulative percent drug releases
from track etch membrane and the goat skin. The slight
difference obtained in the drug release may be because of
presence of lipids in the animal skin which facilitate the
passive diffusion of drug through the skin membrane. The
results of computation of similarity factor and difference
factor also strongly indicate that the release profile from both
track etch membrane and goat skin is analogous. The release
profiles are considered to be similar when the value of
similarity factor (f2) ranges from 50% to 100%. Higher value
of the (f2) factor implies more closeness of the two release
profiles. The graph (figure 1) representing the percentage
cumulative drug release with time suggests that the drug
release from the gel follows zero order kinetics which infers
that the drug is released by diffusion through the polymeric
gel network. The advantages of track etch membrane over
animal skin are that it is rugged in nature and has sufficient
mechanical strength to withstand the contact with diffusion
medium for a longer time. It is also environmentally stable
and can easily be reused after washing. Also, it surpasses the
ethical issues involved in the use of animal skin for the
evaluation of drug permeation or diffusion rate as well as
variations introduced by source of sample (animal),
anatomical region and subject variability.
Hence, the present investigation illustrates that the drug
diffused through track etch membrane is comparable with
that through goat skin. Track etch membrane has the
capability to mimic the animal skin for drug diffusion studies
with certain added advantages such as its ruggedness,
mechanical strength, reusability and evasion of the ethical
issues involved
with the biological membrane.
Controllability of the shape and size of track etch membrane
during its manufacturing process also provide researchers an
ample scope to mimic the various biological membranes.
This study provides a platform to the researchers for further
investigations to explore the applicability of track etch
membrane for the diffusion studies of various drug
formulation preparations. Track etch membranes holds a lot
of potential to become an effective surrogate for ex-vivo
studies but investigators should also be careful while
employing them for such drugs whose transport across
biological membrane is carrier mediated. Functionalization
of pores can also impart the property of selective permeation
which may be explored in future for mimicking other
biological membranes like the blood brain barrier.
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